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The lame stream media once again proved there is a massive double standard when it comes to
Fake News. Some have even called for BuzzFeed to be completely deplatformed amid their out
right false reporting.

The Fake News article that BuzzFeed published vindicates President Trump. Fake News is in fact
the enemy of the people and Fake News comes from the Left. It’s clear that if websites such as
Breitbart publish such disgusting reports that they would not only loose hundreds of advertisers
but also possibly be deplatformed entirely. If there is no double standard then BuzzFeed should
be kicked off of Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and every other social media platform just like Alex
Jones was in 2018.

Huffington Post reported “Weekend Update” let BuzzFeed have it in a surprisingly harsh attack
on “Saturday Night Live” for what Colin Jost slammed as “fake news.”

BuzzFeed published an explosive report Thursday that President Donald Trump allegedly
directed attorney Michael Cohen to lie to Congress about how long Trump was involved in a
Moscow real estate project during his campaign. But special counsel Robert Mueller’s office
said “descriptions of statements” and the “characterization” of documents and testimony” were
“not accurate” in the story. BuzzFeed is standing by its reporting.

“Update” co-anchor Michael Che admonished the publication by deriding its journalism chops.
“Look, BuzzFeed, we all think it’s great that you want to help, but this is not what we need from
you,” Che sniped. “Y’all are BuzzFeed. You do memes and lists.”

He said BuzzFeed was like the aunt who has roaches and asks what she should bring to dinner
every Thanksgiving.
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“You say ice … because we don’t want to be picking ‘raisins’ out of the turkey,” he said. “That’s
you, BuzzFeed, you bring the ice. As Dr. King once said: ‘Don’t go chasing waterfalls, please
stick to the rivers and the lakes you are used to.’ There’s no shame in that, we all play a role.”

Not everyone was happy about the takedown.

So BuzzFeed is allowed to sweep it under the rub and move on. What a scam.

Do you like Liberal tears? Are you pissed off at Facebook for censoring Conservatives? Go ahead
and share this post to Facebook and VKontakte, it will really piss them off this time!


